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Which of the following is a data privacy function that could best be used to populate a table 
with random feminine first names? 

A. LOOKUP() 
B. TRANS NAME '=N' 
C. RAND_LOOKUP()  
D. PROP() 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 37 

What statement is TRUE about Optim Data Growth solution?
 

A. Group selection processing is available for Archive Processes. 
B. ARCHIVE offers Direct or Offline Delete processing when data deletion is deferred. 
C. The ARC and ACT commands are available for Access Definitions used in both Archive 
Process and Extract Process. 
D. During Delete Process, a row is deleted even if the table has a Delete Restrict relationship to 
another table that still contains rows. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 38 

Which statement is FALSE about installing Optim for z/OS?
 

A. Optim must be installed on each DB2 subsystem in which it is to run. 
B. DB2 SYSADM authority and update authority for the load and skeleton libraries are NOT 
need to install Optim. 
C. Optim provides installation options such as full install, upgrade to new release, and maintain 
directory and sample database. 
D. Optim provides the CLIST PSTINST for installation using an ISPF dialog. 

Answer: B 
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QUESTION: 39 
What identifies the tables, relationship traversals, and selection criteria for the data to be 
archived? 

A. Access Definition 
B. Archive File 
C. Browse Utility 
D. Storage Profile 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 40 
Which of the following statements concerning traversing valid relationships that are included 
in an Access Definition is TRUE? 

A. From the "start" table a path to a child will always be followed unless CHILD_LIMIT=0. 
B. The Q1 rule controls whether a path from a "parent" to a "child" is followed. 
C. If every path in the Access Definition has Q1='N', then Q2 can still be important. 
D. Every "parent" to "child" path in the access definition will be followed 

Answer: A 
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